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R&E Update
Chambers Latin America Recognizes Reichard & Escalera as Leading Firm in
Both Taxes and Litigation Work
Chambers Latin America (“Chambers”), a publication of Chambers & Partners
Publishing, is an independent and research based legal marketplace guide listing
the most highly recommended lawyers world-wide.
We are proud to share with you excerpts of the language used by Chambers when
listing Reichard & Escalera’s litigation and tax practices:
Respected litigation practice offering a full range of services in the disputes
sphere. Areas of focus span sectors such as commercial, insurance, media,
environmental and bankruptcy litigation. “…a fantastic firm for complex litigation
with a lot of experience in the area."
Emerging tax practice with key members advising clients from a range of major
corporate industries on all tax aspects of their business operations in Puerto
Rico. The team also represents clients in all stages of tax disputes, from the
administrative phase to litigation. "They are excellent; they are results-oriented,
they keep me informed and they're very easy to work with. I can tell that they're
really well respected in the Puerto Rican community."
We are also very proud of having the following professionals listed as notable
practitioners:
Rafael Escalera (Band 1)
Héctor Reichard de Cardona
Carlos E. Serrano (Band 1)
Claudia Motta
Chambers has listed Reichard & Escalera as a leading firm for several years in a
row. We thank our clients for helping us build an outstanding law firm.
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